
In The Hoop 

8” x 10” Pencil Roll 
Embroidery Design 

Donated by BeeStitchin’ Embroidery 

This embroidery design file has been donated to Sewing For Charity 

Australia LTD  (ABN 76 615 487 155) by BeeStitchin’ Embroidery (ABN 43 

151 347 869). 

This file may be used by members and volunteers of the registered 

charity, for the distribution and/or raising of funds for Sewing For 

Charity Australia only. 

This file may not be sold. This file may not be used for profit by any 

other organisation or person. This file may be used for personal use by 

volunteers, where no profit is collected (this includes personal gifts or 

donations). 

Please view our Terms Of Use - Free Files document that has been  

included with this file. 

Happy Stitching. 

Regards, 

B Papworth 



INSTRUCTIONS 
In The Hoop 

8” x 10” Pencil Roll 
Embroidery Design 

Donated by BeeStitchin’ Embroidery 
Step 1: Hoop tearaway stabilizer (or cutaway if you prefer) and stitch 

the placement line for the Pencil Roll.  

Step 2: Place fabric (approximately 340mm x 240mm), face up, over 

the placement line and stitch the tack down stitch. -- This is the back-

ing fabric behind the pencils.-- 

Step 3: Stitch the placement for the pencil pockets.  

Step 4: Fold a piece of fabric (approximately 340mm x 260mm) in half 

- making your fabric size approximately 340mm x 130mm). Place the 

folded edge toward the centre of the design, lining up with the top of 

the placement stitch. Stitch the tack down stitch and the individual 

pocket stitches. 

Step 5: Stitch the placement line for the tie ribbon on the side. 

Step 6: Cut a length of ribbon or elastic (long enough to tie around a 

roll of pencils) and fold in half. Place the fold over the placement stitch 

facing OUT of the design, laying the ribbon lengths across the design. 

Stitch the tack down stitch. 

** IMPORTANT ** Secure the ribbon lengths with tape to ensure they 

do not hang over the edge of the embroidery field BEFORE placing the 

backing fabric onto your hoop. 

Step 7: Place your backing fabric FACE DOWN over your design and 

stitch the final outline. 



Step 8:  Remove your pencil roll from the hoop, remove or trim excess 

stabilizer and turn the right way out through the small opening at the 

top. Push corners out with a chopstick or similar item. Press with an 

iron and then stitch the opening closed. 

**TIP** Seal the ends of ribbon with a candle or lighter to prevent 

fraying.  

 

Happy Stitching. 
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Color Analysis

1 Dark Green

15 Viking Palette

878.7 mm

5 Dark Green

15 Viking Palette

39.1 mm

2 Red

4 Viking Palette

879.3 mm

6 Red

4 Viking Palette

105.9 mm

3 Dark Green

15 Viking Palette

458.5 mm

7 Dark Green

15 Viking Palette

2465.7 mm

4 Red

4 Viking Palette

5788.5 mm




